Make your own Gragger!

Materials needed:

Take-out container (or water bottle, coffee can, any other container with a lid on it)
Dried beans (or rice, beads, small rocks)
Construction paper (or contact paper)
Markers (and/or crayons, paints, stickers, sticker paper)
Glue

1. If you’re covering your gragger with construction paper, first cut out the rectangular shape that will fit around it.

2. Decorate the paper with coloring, designs and stickers OR decorate with stickers directly on the container.

3. Fill the container 1/4 full of dried beans or similar material.

4. Add glue around the edge of the lid and put it on tightly OR put a rubber band over it to ensure the lid stays on tight.

When you hear the name of Haman, SHAKE THAT GRAGGER!
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